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Clothes to Kids of Denver Receives Donation From
Documoto
DENVER, February 19, 2021 (Newswire.com) - Documoto, a
Denver-based software company specializing in digital
publishing and interactive content management for
equipment manufacturers and asset-intensive professionals,
is pleased to announce a monetary and clothing donation to
the nonprofit, Clothes To Kids of Denver. Working in tandem
with schools, churches, community organizations, shelters,
clinics, and hospitals - Documoto is committed to helping the
youth of Denver build the confidence they need to succeed.
Not having adequate school clothing can be a significant
barrier to school attendance and achievement. Clothes To Kids of Denver helps alleviate those
insecurities by offering free clothing and school supplies to students from low-income or in-crisis
families throughout the 10-county Denver metro area. Eligible students and their families can shop in
the facilities clothing store and pick out their clothes and supplies of choice.
"Clothing can change a life, and I am pleased to announce that the Documoto team supports these
initiatives," said Rebecca Howard, VP of Operations at Documoto . "Clothes To Kids of Denver creates
opportunities for youths in need, and we hope that our donation helps support their cause."
The Documoto team began a donation drive in the early months of December 2020. The monetary
and clothing campaign continued through the new year, producing an outcome of over $1800.00 and
multiple bags of clothing. To make a donation or volunteer please visit www.clothestokidsdenver.org.
ABOUT DOCUMOTO
Documoto is a Denver-based software company with a vision to help equipment manufacturers win
their aftermarket through superior customer experiences for their partners and customers. Their
product is an industry-leading SaaS solution that allows its customers to drive real innovation in their
aftermarket. With Documoto, customers can create parts catalogs and related technical content;
securely distribute that content over the web to any device in various languages; and find and order
the right parts and products the first time, every time. Documoto customers are found throughout
the globe and range from small manufacturers to some of the world's largest machinery companies
and transit organizations.
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Visit the company's website at http://www.documoto.com or follow us on Twitter @Documoto or
LinkedIn for more information.
Source: Miki Noble

About Documoto, Inc
Documoto is an interactive publishing solution that simplifies the selling, managing, and supporting of
machine and equipment parts. Documoto is a software company with a vision to help equipment
manufacturers "keep the world's machines working."
https://documoto.com/

Company Address
Documoto, Inc
800 Englewood Pkwy, Ste C201 (Ste C201)
Englewood, CO 80110
United States
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